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ABSTRACT 

Numerical methods for the computation of stationary free 
surfaces is the subject of much current research in com
putational engineering. The present report is directed to
wards free surfaces in maritime engineering. Of interest 
here are the long steady waves generated by ships, the 
gravity waves. In the present report an existing 2D itera
tive method for the computation of stationary gravity-wave 
solutions is extended to 3D, numerically investigated, and 
improved. The method employs the so-called quasi free. 
surface boundary condition. As test cases we consider 
gravity-wave patterns due to pressure perturbations im
posed at the free surface of a steady, uniform horizontal 
flow. The effects are studied of the distance of the im
posed pressure distribution to the far-fiekl boundary, the 
magnitude of the imposed pressure perturbation. and the 
mesh widths. In all experiments, our focus is on the con
vergence behavior of the free-surface iteration process. 

INTRODUCTION 

Examples of free-surfa<.-e problems in science and engi
neering are vast. The application we are aiming at are the 
water-wave patterns generated by a ship hull moving with 
a steady, rectilinear velocity. 

The inherent difficulty of computing free-surface flows 
is the interdependence of the free-surface location and the 
unknowns of the flow problem. Numerical techniques 
available for the computation of free-surface flows can be 
divided into two categories: the fixed-grid (Eulerian) and 
the moving-grid (Lagrangian) methods. See the introduc
tion of 7 for a general overview of these methods. In the 
case of a smooth free surface without overturning waves, 
i.e., when the free surface can be represented by a height 
function, surface-fitting methods are unsurpassed in accu
racy. Because our primary focus is on the computation 
of non-overturning gravity waves, this method is adopted 
here. Furthem10re, a decision has to be made on the for
mulation of the problem, i.e .• time-dependent versus sta
tionary. If the goal is to solve for the steady-state solu
tion, the usual time-integration methods are computation-

ally inefficient, see e.g. 1• 3• This is due to the fact that the 
convergence to steady state is retarded by :sk,,,i.,ly aiien
uining transient surface gravity waves. It can be ~n 
that the attenuation behaves as O(t!l-s)/2 ) in R'\ see 
e.g. 2• This specific transient behaviour in combination 
with the time-step restriction, in case of explicit medlOds, 
renders this method prohibitively expensive in actual com
putations. Several improvements have been $Uggested, 
such as pseudo-time integration and quasi-steady methods, 
e.g. 4, 10. 

The main topic of this work is the investigation of the 
convergence behavior for 3D problems, of a new oon
monolithic (i.e .• an alternating or partitioned) free-surface 
iteration method, proposed and worked out in :! for 2D 
flows. In 2, the so-called quasi free-surface condition 
(QFSC) is derived. This nonlinear free-surface boundary 
condition plays an essential role in the new free-surface 
iteration method. In the present paper, this boundary con
dition is extended to 3D and the free-surlace iteration 
method is applied to a test case involving stationary grav
ity waves induced by a pressure perturbation imposed at 
the free surlace of a 3D water flow. Varying the amplitude 
of the perturbation alters the nonlinearity of the result
ing wave system. Each step of the free-surface iteration 
method involves the solution of a stationary Navier-Stokes 
boundary-value problem. The numerical results are com
pared with a solution of the potential-flow method from 9 • 

The contents of this paper is the following. In Sec
tion 2, the governing equations are introduced. Section 
3 describes the computational method, in particular the 
new stationary free-surface iteration method. This method 
involves approximating the solution of a (sequence) of 
steady Navier-Stokes boundary-value problems. In Sec
tion 4, various numerical results are presented for the free. 
surface algorithm. Section 5 concludes this paper. 

GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

In this section an outline is given of the mathematical 
model which describes viscous free-surlace flows. The 
first subsection lists the equations which describe the fluid 
flow, the next subsection treats the free-surface boundary 



FLOW EQUATIONS 

Let !l(x) c R3 be the physical domain which is occu
pied by the fluid and let us split the domain boundary as 
80 = fFS U ro, where frs denotes the free surface and 
r0 the remaining (fixed) part of an. Positions in R3 are 
identified with respect to a Cartesian coordinate system 
e.,,. o = {x, y, z} with g = -ge. denoting the gravity 
force. The state of the flow is characterized by the veloc
ity field u(x) : n -+ R3 and the pressure p(x) : 0 -+ R 
and is g<wemcd by 

{ V. (uuT) + V'-P - Re-1 Au= 0, Vx En, (1) 
V · u = 0, ¥x E n, 

where Re = Ut/v is the Reynolds number. with U and 
t a reference speed and length and with v the kinematic 
viscosity. The sole external force, gravity, can be incorpo
rated into the pressure by redefining it as 

(2) 

with Fr = U / ../gt being the Froude number. It is further
more assumed that diffusion in main flow direction, say 
the x-dircction, can be safely neglected. As a result the 
viscous tenn reduces to A = 8; + d;, which in tum re
duces the nwnber of boundary conditions to be imposed at 
the x-outlet boundary. 

FREE-SURFACE CONDITIONS 

The free-surface boundary conditions follow from the gen
eral interface conditions and the assumptions that both 
density and viscosity of one of the adjacent fluids vanish 
at the interface and that the interface is impermeable. In 
many applications of interest, especially in those which 
admit steady solutions, the free surface can be expressed 
as a single-valued height function .,.,: rrs = { (x) : z = 
11(x, y)}. Impermeability leads to the steady form of the 
kinematic condition 

u · V17(x,y) = u · e,. (3) 

This formulation imposes smoothness restrictions on the 
shape of the free surface. Vanishing interfacial stresses 
result in three dynamic conditions, namely 

p(x) - 2Re-l c;; = PFS(X), (4) 

in the direction nonnal to the free surface, with prs(x) the 
imposed pressure distribution along the free surface, and 

t<a) • -r(u) • n = 0, o = 1, 2 (5) 

tangential to the free surface, where -r(u) is the vis
cous stress tensor for an incompressible fluid. Here 
(n, t(<>l), a = 1, 2 are the unit normal vector and the or
thonormal tangential vectors, respectively. For the practi
cal application envisaged here, the viscous contribution to 
the normal dynamic condition may be neglected, resulting 
in an inhomogeneous Dirichlet condition for the pressure 
J>(x). It has been assumed that surface tension effects can 

THI QUASI P'ltEl•SURFACE CONDITION 

In free-surface flows, an interdependence exists of the 
state variables (u(x), p(x)) and their spatial domain, 
through both the kinematic and dynamic conditions. In 
general, the free-surface flow problem is stated by equa
tions (I) subject to (3H5) on rFS, 10gether with addi
tional boundary conditions on r o, Note that the number 
of free-surface conditions is one more than the number of 
boondary conditions allowed to be imposed on a boundary 
in a Navier-Stokes boundary-value problem. Many coo
current free-surface iteration methods employ a kinematic 
free.surface iteration process, i.e., a method in which they 
first solve ( l) subject to the dynamic conditions at an ap
proximate location of the free surface. In the following 
step, they adjust the free surface using the kinematic con
dition. Results obtained with these methods can be found 
in, e.g., 1• 3 for the fully time-dependent approach and 
in, e.g., 4. 10 for pseudo-time integration and quasi-steady 
methods. 

However, it is important to note that any combination of 
three conditions from (3)- (5) is also allowed as boundary 
condition for the Navier-Stokes boundary-value problem. 
leaving the fourth condition to be used to locate the free. 
surface. Here we apply an iteration method based on the 
use of the quasi free-surface boundary condition (QFSC), 
which, in unsteady fonn reads 

Z + u · V'f) - Fr-2u · ez = u · VPFs- (6) 

Here we will only apply the steady formulation of the 
QFSC. The QFSC is a result of the combination of the 
kinematic- and the (nonnal) dynamic free-surface condi
tion. Use of this special free-surface condition has the 
advantage that it does not decouple the kinematic and dy
namic free-surface conditions. In fact, it is the combina
tion of the kinematic and dynamic condition which yields 
the wave-like solutions. A more fonnal derivation of this 
boundary condition, in R 2, can be found in 2• 

COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 

It has been argued in the introduction that time-dependent 
fonnulations are computationally inefficient for obtain
ing a steady-state solution. Therefore, we directly ad
dress the steady form of the governing equations. We will 
first state our new free-surface iteration method, which re
quires the solution of a (sequence) of steady Navier-Stokes 
boundary-value problems. This will be briefly described in 
the last part of this section. 

Denoting (1) as NS ( u, '-P) = 0, and the boundary con
ditions to be imposed at r o as B( u, '-P) "" 0, the solution 
of the free-surface flow problem can be found by iterating 
the following two steps: 

I. For a given boundary frs, solve (u, 'f))T from 

.NS(u. u,) = 0. Vx E 0. 



t1'") • r(u} • n;; 0, o ,.:: 1,2 \ 
u • 'v<p ·- Fr--=u · e, '"' u · v'pFs J · 

U t[P -· VFS II > 1 r's. then do step n, el!i,C stop. 

U. Use the S4.lh.ltKl\fl {u. -.,:)r of I to obtain a new approx
imation of I'Fs according 10 

next return to step I. 

where fFS is :l{)tne ~cified tolerance. 
Nm that if I'Fs is the true free surface then the nomml 

dynamic condition (i.e. p = ;ips) is satisfied. In tlutt case 
n ll, v'p. and (6) implies tllat the solution of slep i $l'itisties 
the k.inernatic and tangential dynamic L'tmditions. Hence 
step I yields the free-surface flow then. It is important to 
note that steps I and n do not 1.'00tain any time derivative 
and as a result. do not suffer from !he slow decay r.ite of the 
trdnsient waves normally encountered in time-dependent 
methods. 

The reduced Navier-Stokes equations and boundary 
conditions are discretized using a collocated, second- or
der accurate finite-difference 1nethod. The resulting sys
tem of nonlinear algebraic e.quations is solved by New
ton's method. The linear system is solved by adopting a 
space-marching Gauss-Seidel algorithm with the march
ing perfonned in the main flow direction. This approach 
is natural in view of the strong parabolic nature of the 
flow equations. The space-marching procedure yields a 
size reductioo of the linear-algebra problem. The smaller 
linear system~ are solved using a CILU(O) preconditioned 
Krylov-subspace method (GMRES). The convergence cri
terion for the solution of the Newton iteration process is 
that the change in the pressure, measured in the infinity
nonn, is smaller than a specified toleranc.-e. More details 
can be found in 5• 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Here we present some numerical results obtained with the 
above described method. At the free surface we impose a 
Gaussian pressure distribution 

where P and o determine the strength of the perturbation 
and hence the nonlinearity of the resulting wave system. 

As a first rest case we consider the following param
eter values for the Gaussian pressure perturbation ( 10): 
P = 0.05, (~ = 4, Fr = 0.6 and (xc,Yc) = (0,0). 
This is conform to computations done with the potential
flow method described in 11 • The Reynolds number is set 
equal to Re= 106. The current (..-Omputatioo is pertonned 
on the basis mesh, 01,, which has 81, 31 and 31 nodes in 
the .r-, y- and z-direction. respectively. Hi. is constructed 
such that the Kelvin wedge, which bounds the spatial dis
tribution of the wave energy, does not intersect the exter
nal boundary by taking x max = 6 and Ymiut = :l The 

direction. (See Se1.'tion 3.10 in I for a derivuion ot· ti-us re
sult.) O,J~r boundllf)' crxlrdinates cho:.en are .r .,,1,, '" - 2 
and z,nir, "" -:l. For all c.·omputations, the initi:al ~tin~'k 
of !he free surface is the plane ;; "" 0. 

As menti-Oned before. our focus is on the t.'(mverge1K."t" 

beruavior of the nev.· free surface iter.ttion method, We cfa
tinguish two iteration processes: :m outer aoo an inner iter
ation process, the iteration processes II and I, respective!). 
as described in the prC"Vious section. 11.e C<)nvergence of 
the outer iteration, the free-surface method, is menured 
thmugh the pressure defect at the free surface. Tiie coo• 
vergence of the inner iteration, the Navier-Stokes 1netbod, 
is mea:mred by computing HR!l'="'. where R is the resid
ual of the flow equations ( I ). For the present test case, the 
convergence behavior of the inner iteratioo is ~Tl in the 
left graph of Figure l. 

The two large jumps in the residual (at .iliout n = 40 
and ri = 80) are due to free-surt'ace updates. After each 
free-surface update. the residuals are scaled, which ex
plains the identical residual values after these updates. 
Figure l reveals that the inner-iteration process on the 
mesh obtained after the third free-surface update starts to 
oscillate with an increasing amplitude, preventing further 
decrease of the residuals. A closer inspection has shown 
that these residWllS occur at a location near the outflow 
boundary, in the first grid plane undemeath the free sur
face. This indicates a local incompatibility between the 
free-surface flow and the underlying bulk-flow solution. 
The proposed remedy will be addressed in the next sec
tion. The convergence of the free-surface iteration process 
is mooitored through the pressure detect !IP" - Pf'S ii, mea
sured in some usual oonns. Here p" = 'I'" - FI--2 z" is the 
hydrodynamic pressure minus the hydrostatic part. The 
decrease in the pressure defect is shown in the right graph 
of Figure 1. The free-surface iteration appears to converge 
very fast; the second and third free-surface updates are al
ready negligible as compared to the first, as can be seen in 
the left graph of Figure 2. 

In Figure 2, ( = 11/r1m//l.X is the wave elevation divided 
by the maximum obtainable elevation '7mruc = ~. The 
last iterate in the left graph of Figure 2 shows~ a wave 
length of >.. = 2.3 and a maximum scaled amplitude of 
about 15%. These results t.-orrespond fairly well with 
the results obtained through the potential-flow method de
scribed in 11 • For further comparison purposes a solu
tion for this test case has also been computed through the 
potential-flow method described in 'I. The corresponding 
wave pattern is shown in the right graph of Figure 2, to
gether with the present Navier-Stokes solution (the dotted 
line). Differences between both wave patterns are to be 
attributed to differences in the two continuous models as 
well as their numerical discretizations. In Figure 3 we still 
show the entire Navier-Stokes wave pattern as obtained af
ter the third free-surtace update. 

EFI<'ECT OF THE OUTFLOW BOUNDARY CONDITION 

The incipient divergence of the inner iteration on the third 



ity het,11ee11 the free-surface flow <;olution imd d'lt' underly
in& hulk-flow bcJODdal)' conditio11 at the ouai'low bnundaTy. 
This discrepancy can be m,er.:omt' hy extending th with 
a wavc-dissipiltion zone, see. e.g .. 6. Such a Zlme is lli:ldt-d 
to rapidly dinipak: all the wave energy from the numeri
cal ,olutioo, heneby reducmg the solution to uniform flow 
cooditioos. 

Tot wave energy is better dissipated by iocrcasmg the 
numerical viscosity. This is :K:hieved by ( i) reducing 
the accuni.cy of the discretization t1f (6) in the w.tve
dissipatitm ume to first order, and f:ii} hy aP{Mying grid 
stretching in the wave-dissipation zone. The grid-point 
distribution in the wave-dissipation zone is controlled by 

with 

where 8 is the stretching factor in i·- and y-direction, and 
where (N.., )Mi<t and (N., ),,dd are the numbers of addi
tional points in both directions. Both numbers are fixed 
by specifying the maxim.ally allowable mesh width, e.g., 
lx(N 1 . - :r,N .,· -ii is set at 0.5. The same is done 

• «ld \& :.:: -a.<lid 

for they-direction. The extended mesh has 149 x 53 x 31 
points. In absence of a wave solution near the outflow 
plane the incomplltibility between the free-surface flow 
and the bulk flow disappears and a homogeneous Neu
mann condition for the pressure can be specified as out
flow boundary condition. 

On this extended domain we computed five free-surface 
updates. The positive influence of the wave-dissipation 
zone on the convergence behavior of ooth the inner and 
outer iteration can be clearly seen when comparing Figure 
4 with Figure I. 

In Figure 5, we show the entire wave pattern as obtained 
after the fifth free-surface update. The wave damping in 
the dissipation zone, which starts at x = 10, is clearly 
visible. 

In Figure 6, we still depict the elevations after the first 
and fifth free-surface update, in the planes y = 0 and 
y = 2. Particularly from the left graph in Figure 6, it 
appears that the free-surfa(.-e iter.1tion converges very fast. 
(The initial estimate for the free surface is the line ( == 0.) 
Note that, as opposed to the first iterate in the left graph 
of Figure 6 and as opposed to the three iterates in the left 
graph of Figure 2, the free surface in the symmetry plane, 
as obtained after the fifth update, shows a small trough at 
aoout x := - 1. The trough can still be observed at y = 2 
(the right graph of Figure 6). 

In Figure 7 we plotted our Navier-Stokes wave patterns 
in the symmetry plane, as obtained on the domains with 
and without wave-dissipation zone. For comparison pur
poses, in Figure 7 we also give the wave pattern obtained 
with the potential-flow method described in 9. Differences 
between the two Navier-Stokes wave patterns in Figure 
7 may be attributed mainly to the fact that the solution 
on the domain without wave-dissipation zone is less far 

ztme. Still concerning Firurr 7, r:i(!'te thr "tronJ wlllve 
damping starting from :r == rn, the .r-i:t:'lordin~te of me 
upMream boundary of the w:ave-dis!>ip11tion zone. 

In this section, the effects of the mesh width on the L"Ofl'l"et· 

gence Md accuracy of the solution are investigated. 'This is 
done by comparing the numerical results ub!:ained for n ,,_ 
with re!>ult;; obtained for D:11,. and n t. To reduce the influ
ence of the outflow boundary coodinoo a wave-dissiperiM 
zooe is added to each of the three grids. 

The comergeoce o.f the inner iteration oo !hi, 11nd n ! 
is shown in Figure 8. It appears that the strategy for the 
solution of the Navicr-Srokes subproblems is oot (yet) op
timally efficient. To further illustr,ite this, in Figure 9, we 
have plotted nim,.,,., the number of inner iteratkms needed 
for the first Navier-Stokes subproblem, versus N,,, the 
number of grid point~ in .r-direction. A lcast-square!i fit re
veals a linear dependen(.-e of n,,m.,, on Nr. (Ideally, n,.,,..,. 
is independent of Nr; this lllllllY be realized with a proper 
multigrid method.) 

For the three grid.">, the wave elevations in the plane 
y = 0 are shown in Figure l L They shovv a clear depen
dence of the wave length and wave amplitude on the mesh 
width. These effa"tS can be attributed to the discretization 
of the quasi free-surtace boundary condition. In (6), u• v'p 
is discretized using the V(h2 ) upwind scheme. The mesh
width dependence can be understood through a spectral 
analysis of (6). The dominant term in (6) is up:r: for first 
analysis purposes, (6) is reduced to up,, = 0. For u posi
tive, the corresponding modified equation reads 

Inserting a single wave solution of the form p = Ptik:r, 

the spectral representation of the leading term results in 

From this relation it can be concluded that the numeri
cal advection velocity of p increases with increasing mesh 
width, thus in<.'TCasing the length of the gravity wave. The 
latter increase can be explained from the dispersion rela
tion for waves on deep water, see 8. Particularly when ap
plying a multigrid solution strategy, one should be aware 
of the mesh dependency of the wave lengths. 

HIGHER-ORDER DISCRETIZATION OJ,' TUE QFSC 

As a next step, we replace the V(h2 ) upwind discretiza
tion of~\., in (6) by an V(h3 ) upwind scheme. Then, the 
modified equation reads 

showing no dispersion error, but a fourth-order dis.sipa-



vation. Note that the fourth-order dissipation error is 
aller than that of (13). A comparison of the solu
n obtained with the two schemes, after a single free
face update, is shown in Figure 12, together with the 
ults obtained through the potential-flow method de
ibed in 9 • As expected, the O(h3 ) scheme gives slightly 
:her waves. But it also yields a slightly less fast conver
nce of both the inner and outer iteration than the O(h 2) 

1eme (compare Figure 13 and Figure 4). In the remain
r of this paper we do not use the CJ( h 3 ) discretization of 
: quasi free-surface boundary condition. 

~SE WITH INCREASED AMPLITUDE 

1e present numerical study concerns the computation of 
: wave pattern on nh, for a stronger imposed pressure 
rturbation. The amplitude of the perturbation is in
!ased from P = 0.05 to P = 0.2, leaving the other pa
neters unaltered. The convergence history of the inner 
ration is shown in the left graph of Figure 14. The com
.led wave elevation, in the plane of symmetry, is shown 
the right graph of Figure 14. This figure shows that the 
epest trough has fallen off to approximately ( = -0.88, 
;tead of ( = -0.18 for the P = 0.05 case, which indi
tes that the wave system behaves nonlinearly. 

CONCLUSIONS 

ilution of the steady, free-surface Navier-Stokes equa
ins through a time-stepping approach is known to be in-
5cient, particularly in 3D. Recently, for the 2D, free
rface Navier-Stokes equations, Van Brummelen et al. 
ve proposed a non-monolithic free-surface algorithm 
at does not follow a time-stepping approach. In the 
esent paper we have extended this algorithm to 3D and 
. ve applied it to free-surface flow problems with a vary
g degree of nonlinearity. 
Our results show that, for convergence purposes, it 
akes sense (i) to take the computational domain sufti
~ntly large and (ii) to discretize the quasi free-surface 
iundary condition only first-order accurate in the far 
:Id. (In this way, unperturbed far-field boundary con
tions can be imposed.) 
The considered 3D free-surface algorithm appears to 
iickly yield the proper 3D wave physics. The free
rl'ace pressure defect appears to converge almost grid
dependently. For linear and mildly nonlinear wave sys
ms, free-surface iteration may not even be necessary 
ough; only a single free-surface update may be sufti
ent for finding the wave pattern to within engineering 
:curacy. 
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Figure 2: \Mlve elevations in the plli.lle y "' O for !he Ga11Ssillll pressure perturbation with P = 0.05. Left: of the present free-surf11<..-e Navier-Stokes 
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Navier-Stokes method (dotted). 
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Figure 4: Convergence his1ooes for !he (Jaussmn pressure p,:rtud:iauon wi1h P = 0,05, on nh wi!h wave-dissipatioo zone, u,fi. of the inner-itern1i,m 
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Figure 6: Wave elewtioo for the Gaussioo pressure perturbll!im with P "' !J.05. l1¥l nh with wave-dissip&llon z.ooe, n = l !dooed) al'lct n = Z, 

(solid). left: in the plllne !J "' 0. Ri.~ht: In the p!;me y cc 2 
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figure 7: Wave elevation in the plane y = O for the Gaussian pressure perturbation with P = 0.05; present N:wier•Stokes method, on Oi. with and 

"'ilhout wave-dissipation zone 1.so!id and <kitted, respectively 1. and poi.ential-flow method from 9 ( dashed). 
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figure 8: Co11N1:1-gence histories of the inner-iteration process for the Gaussian pressure pertl.lfbatioo with P = 0.05, with w.ive-dlssi.l)lltioo zone, R 

is the residlllll of the contimrity equ11tioo (A), the x-momentum equation( □), the y-momen1um equation (v), and the z-momentum cqw.11ioo (0), 
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Figure 9: Required number of inner iterations in first N.lvier•Slokes subproblem versus the l'IUfflber of grid points in z-dircctioo. 

Figure 10: Convergence histories of the outer-ilel'ation process for the Gaussian pressure perturbation with P "' 0,05, with wave-dissipation zone, 

measured in L1-oonn; on {hh (0), O,. (t.}, ancHl' (0), 
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Figure I I: Wave elevation in the plane 11 = o for the Gaussian pressure pcrtwt,ation with P = 0.05: on 0 2,. (dashed>. n,. (dolled), and n 4 (solid>, 
111,11 W'lth W'll~.Jfic.cinatinn ~ 
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Figure 12: Wa¥e clnatioo in the plant 11 ,= O for !he Ga=i!UI press:icre pem.1roalion wi!h P = 0.1)5; for !he Navier-S!Okes me!:llod on n,. with 

wave-dis.~ip.ation :l!ll;Jll.C. scheme (ro!id) aoo scheme idoned.i; md for the potential-flow method from 9 {cbsht-dl. 

Figure 13: Convergence histories for the Gaussian pressure perturbation with P = 0.05, on nh with wave-dissipation z,o~. w,th dis-

1.-retiza1ioo of the quasi free-surface lloum:lllry coodi1ion. ujt: of !he inner-iteration pro..-ess, R is me residual of the ~-001.inuily t."qllatioo ( .::i. ). the 

x-momentum equation(□). !hey-momentum eqwihoo (v), aoo the z-momenium equation (0). only every fourth mru-1<:er is shown. Rig/it.· ()f the 

free-surface pressure defect; measured in Li -norm( □). l.2-norm (~). and Lcx, -oorm (0), 
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Figure 14: C~tational resuhs for the Gaussian pressure pertl.llbation with P = 0.2, on n,. with wave-dissipation zone. uft: COll'lefJCIICC 

history of the inner-iteration process, R is the residual of the continuity equation (A), the z-momentum equation (□). the 11-momentum equation (V), 

and the z-momentum equation (0), only every fourth marker is shown. Ri!(ht: wave elevation in the plane 11 = 0. 


